INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Phylogeny reconstruction and homology-based annotation are two of the most common modeling procedures in biology. Both of them require the assembly of accurate multiple sequence alignments (MSA). In this work, we introduce a web server dedicated to 3D structure-based multiple RNA sequence alignment using the SARA-Coffee package ([@B1]). SARA-Coffee allows the combination of sequences with and without known tertiary structure. It is a suitable companion tool for any modeling technique that can benefit from a structurally accurate ribonucleic acid (RNA) MSA. This includes construction of profile stochastic context free grammar (SCFG) using packages like infernal ([@B2],[@B3]).

Accurately aligning RNA sequences is especially important in a context where recent developments in genomics have fueled the detection of thousands of expressed loci and challenged the long held view that non-coding RNA (ncRNA) functions were supported by a much smaller number of genes than their protein-coding counterparts. Between 2008 and 2014, the ENSEMBL non-coding RNA (ncRNA) gene count has grown from 5732 (October 2008) to 22 643 (January 2014), thus overtaking proteins. It remains unclear, however, which proportion of these genes simply results from spurious transcription. One should also bear in mind that the term ncRNA encompasses a very heterogeneous gene population, including about 14 000 Long ncRNAs---of mostly unknown function---and a bit less than 9000 short ncRNAs often better biologically characterized. This last group includes snoRNAs, microRNA precursors, transfer RNA (tRNA) and in general most of the highly structured ncRNAs catalogued in the RNA families database (RFAM) ([@B4]). SARA-Coffee has been specifically designed for this category of ncRNA genes.

SARA-Coffee\'s main characteristic is to combine sequence and structure pairwise alignment methods into a unified multiple sequence alignment, using SARA ([@B5]) as a 3D structure pairwise alignment engine. When used in pure 3D structural aligner mode SARA-Coffee is limited by the small number of available RNA PDB structures. These merely constitute ∼3% of all PDB entries (2\'941 out of 99\'775 in March 2014) and their pace of determination remains significantly slower than that of proteins---with a doubling time of ∼7 years, as compared to 5 years for proteins. Yet, in its sequence/structure hybrid mode, SARA-Coffee can be used to combine available 3D structural information with the very large number of novel uncharacterized ncRNA sequence reported by genome sequencing projects.

The problem of aligning RNA sequences is rather complex. Even though RNA molecules often contain evolutionary conserved secondary structures, their primary structure signal is rarely as strong as the one resulting from the protein three-letters meta-alphabet. As a consequence, higher levels of sequence identity are required to infer homology---60% as compared to 25% in proteins ([@B6]). Integrating additional information, e.g. secondary structure signal, into the alignment process is possible but can be computationally expensive. The first attempt to do so was described by Sankoff and later improved using profile Stochastic Context Free Grammar (SCFG) ([@B2]). Over the years, many methods have been reported for this purpose; a non-exhaustive list includes Foldalign ([@B10]), Stemloc ([@B11]), Consan ([@B11]), LocARNA ([@B12]), R-Coffee ([@B13],[@B14]) and MAFFT ([@B15]). All of them constitute an attempt to capture the secondary structure signal contained in RNA molecules in order to build more informative sequence alignment models. These models can then be passed to SCFG profile building tools in order to build co-variation models like the ones used by RFAM.

These multiple alignment heuristics only address the issue of aligning sequences using experimental or predicted secondary structure information. In some recent work, we have shown that one can also combine sequence and experimental 3D structural information ([@B1]) into an MSA. This process requires the ability to superpose RNA 3D structures, a problem similar in nature to protein structure comparison and for which several pairwise comparison tools have been developed, including SARA ([@B5]), DIAL ([@B16]), iPARTS ([@B17]), ARTS ([@B18]) and R3D Align ([@B19]). Our main motivation when developing SARA-Coffee has been to turn these pairwise 3D structure aligners into a method able to deliver 3D-based multiple sequence alignments. We did so by integrating SARA within the T-Coffee consistency framework. It must be stressed that this approach is generic enough to be applied to any of the above-mentioned RNA 3D pairwise aligners.

In a previous study, SARA-Coffee was extensively validated on a purpose built reference dataset named BraliDART ([@B1]) made of 41 RNA families containing between 4 and 71 members with known 3D structures. This dataset was assembled so as to only include high quality X-ray structures and exclude any discontinuous structure, on which the algorithm is expected to perform poorly. Our benchmarks indicate that SARA-Coffee is significantly more accurate than alternative sequence based methods, even those using predicted secondary structures. Overall, SARA-Coffee was reported to be over 10% points more accurate than primary structure based aligners, judging from its capacity to properly align pairs of interacting residues. On dense secondary structures---in which 70% or more of the nucleotides form Watson and Crick base pairs---SARA-Coffee outperforms all tested methods, including the ones using predicted secondary structure information. It is about 3% points more accurate than MXSCARNA ([@B20]), the second best method in this benchmark. Detailed structural analysis using a distance-Root Mean Square Deviation (dRMSD) measurement also indicates that SARA-Coffee produces alignments significantly superior to all methods tested in the study. Overall SARA-Coffee alignments have a dRMSD 10 to 20% lower than alternative models (i.e. 4.53 Å against 5.11 Å for LocARNA, the next best method in terms of 3D modeling).

ALGORITHM {#SEC2}
=========

SARA-Coffee ([@B1]) produces 3D structure based multiple RNA sequence alignments. Its algorithm can be described as a combination between SARA ([@B5]), a pairwise RNA structural aligner and R-Coffee ([@B14]), a T-Coffee ([@B22]) based multiple RNA sequence aligner. The algorithm is described extensively in ([@B1]) and its general flow can be summarized as follows:

By default, SARA-Coffee takes as input a set of RNA sequences with known 3D structures. The first step of the algorithm involves aligning all possible pairs of the provided sequences using SARA. The result is an alignment library populated with SARA' 3D-structure based pairwise sequence alignments. In practice, the alignment library is a list of all the residue pairs found aligned in any of the compiled pairwise alignments. The second step involves extracting contact information from each input structure using the -p mode of x3dna/find_pairs ([@B21]) that reports all base-pairs, including the non-canonical and higher-order (3+). This contact information is then used to extend the alignment library so that its alignments become compatible with 2D and 3D contacts. This is achieved by adding pairs of aligned residues that are implied by the contacts but missing from the library. For instance, let us consider a contact between residues XY in sequence A and another contact between residues WZ in sequence B. If X and W are found aligned in the library, then the contact based extension will involve adding the pair YZ to the library, thus ensuring full compatibility between the library and the contact. If in the library, Y (or Z) are already aligned to other residues, this process will introduce incompatibilities that will be resolved through consistency analysis when incorporating the sequences into the final MSA. Once extended using contact information, the library can be fed to the default T-Coffee algorithm. This contact based extension is the main feature of the R-Coffee algorithm.

![SARA-Coffee Server output. Sequences are colored according to their alignment reliability. The top block indicates the reliability of each individual sequence alignment on a 0--100 scale. Sequences are named after their PDB identifier chains. In the main alignment, dark red regions are the most reliable, the bottom line (cons), indicates the most reliable columns.](gku459fig1){#F1}

T-Coffee uses a tree based progressive alignment algorithm. It starts by estimating the similarity between every pair of sequences counting words of size four and then uses neighbor joining to turn this distance matrix into a binary guide tree. Sequences are then incorporated into the MSA following the guide tree. The guide tree being binary, its resolution involves aligning at each node either two sequences, a sequence and a profile or two profiles, until reaching the root where the full MSA is resolved. At each node the pairwise alignments are computed using the Gotoh dynamic programming algorithm. The main characteristic of T-Coffee is the ability to use the library described above instead of a standard substitution matrix. When using the library, the cost for aligning two symbols is set to be equal to the number of time these symbols are found aligned in the library, either directly or by combining any two pairs of aligned residues (i.e. the pair XW of aligned residues may be supported by a combination of the two library pairs XK and KW, K being a residue from a third sequence). This consistency analysis helps deciding between conflicting library pairs that may result from the secondary structure based extension. No gap penalty scheme is needed at that stage.

This same algorithm also makes it possible to combine structures and sequences. When doing so, the library is built in a similar way, but in that case SARA is only applied onto sequence pairs having both an experimental 3D structure. In all other cases, a pair-HMM (proba_pair) adapted from Probcons is used to produce the pairwise comparisons and to populate the library with residue pairs having a high alignment posterior probability ([@B22]). In the next step, the contact list for sequences with no experimental 3D structures is replaced with a secondary structure prediction, as provided by RNAplfold from the Vienna package ([@B23]). The rest of the algorithm (extension and alignment computation) is identical.

SARA-COFFEE WEB SERVER {#SEC3}
======================

The SARA-Coffee web server is part of the T-Coffee web platform; its access is free and unrestricted, with no login procedure. The server is accessible from <http://tcoffee.crg.cat/apps/tcoffee/do:saracoffee> with any standard Internet browser (Mozilla Firefox 5+, Google Chrome, Internet Explorer 8+, Safari 6+ and Opera 11+). Results can be retrieved from the web server or received by email if requested. Anonymous jobs can nonetheless remain available from the submission terminal thanks to a cookies cache procedure. Results are kept on the web server for a month after computation and are assigned a permanent URL during this time.

Input {#SEC3-1}
-----

Sequences must be provided in FASTA format. Sequences with a known PDB structure must be named after their PDB identifier, including the chain index separated by an underscore character (i.e. \>*PdbID*\_*chain*), other sequences can be given arbitrary names. White spaces are forbidden, all sequences are required to have a different name and the provided primary sequences must match the PDB SEQRES field. The input interface also gives access to an advanced mode that makes it possible to control several output options, including format, case, residue numbering, output order and interleaved format block length. Once submitted, the server runs the default SARA-Coffee onto the provided dataset. Results are returned via the same interface but can also be accessed via the history.

Computation {#SEC3-2}
-----------

The main limiting step of SARA-Coffee is the computation of SARA pairwise 3D-structure based sequence alignment. For two tRNA structures, SARA requires about 5 s. On a dataset of 71 tRNA with known 3D structures, the server takes about 4 h, it requires about 2 min on a dataset containing 5 tRNAs only like the one provided as a test.

Output {#SEC3-3}
------

The result page displays the following items in order: MSA: Shows the resulting interleaved MSA. This graphic is the HTML rendering of the file *\*.score_html*, available for download from the next section. The MSA is colored according to the T-Coffee reliability scheme ([@B24]) where red and orange bits correspond to alignment portions for which there is a high consistency within the SARA-Coffee pairwise library, while lighter bits (green, yellow and blue) correspond to the less well supported portions, expected to be less accurately aligned.Citation: link to the relevant publications when using this server.The result files produced by the submitted SARA-Coffee alignment. All files can be downloaded as a single zip file by clicking the 'download all' link. They can also be automatically imported into the user Dropbox account, if available.Info: some information about the executed job.Replay: this feature allows the users to re-run the job while modifying some input options or data.Feedback: this feature encourages users to provide some feedback via social media.

CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
==========

We describe the SARA-Coffee web server, a web based tool able to incorporate 3D structure information within RNA multiple sequence alignments by combining sequence and structural information. SARA-Coffee has been shown to produce accurate alignment as judged from structural analysis. This server makes it possible to combine user\'s data with publicly available RNA 3D structures, so as to obtain the required models. Future improvements will involve the possibility of uploading user\'s defined 3D models as well as new output formats providing a local visualization of structural similarity.
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